Chrysler Error Code P1391
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Chrysler Concorde cars & trucks error codes p1391 questions and answers. Ask your Chrysler error codes p1391 related question. Get free help from top.


Had severe shudders above 3000 rpms and P1391 code. The best way to find the fault is with a scope or voltmeter and monitor it signal circuit.

and wiggle the wire of its P1391 Chrysler - is there a ckp sensors as well as a cmp sensors. minivan here. Get tips and technical assistance specific to your era of Chrysler Minivan. To the electrical god :-) · error code help? Need Advice About.

Morning all, I got my jeep this summer and have been loving it. It is a high-mileage vehicle, Pulled the code when I got to the house - P1391 I cranked it up this. Jeep Crank Sensor Replacement, P Codes P0351, P1391, P1494 - Auto Repair Series. Cam sensor replacement: 30 to 90 minutes. Replaced the crank sensor. in know this was a long time ago, but I have a P1391 error and since that Cam Sensor Problem (P0344, P0016) I thought this had a P1391 code but it did not.
I am a ASE and Chrysler certified master technician with over 17 years experience working at a

What does error code CKP CMP correlation mean? Significa qu.


When it finallt started, the error codes were gone, even if I hadn't touched it for 2 days. then it became a P1391: CMP or CKP Signal Intermittent Condition


List of common OBD2 error codes for Saab 9-5. P0562, A/C pressure sensor low voltage (Chrysler) P1391, Glow Plug Circuit Low Input (Bank